THE BEST EQUIPMENT ADAPTS TO YOUR NEEDS

**EASY PUMP ACCESS**
Whether a mid ship pump or a rear mount, our designs include large hinged (or removable) access panels for serviceability. Pump panels come in a variety of finishes including brushed, stainless or Line-X. Also offered is our Logi-Color pump panel diagram for intuitive and simple-to-use operations.

**10-YEAR PAINT WARRANTY**
Industry-leading, 10-year, non-prorated paint warranty.

**STORAGE ABUNDANCE**
Multiple compartment widths, heights and depths are available, to accommodate various water tank, hose, load, and equipment storage requirements.

**EASY ACCESS WIRING PANEL**
A centrally located electrical panel is provided with aircraft style, waterproof connectors. Custom wiring schematics are provided with each unit built.
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EXT BODY

PAYING ATTENTION TO THE SMALLEST DETAILS

At Rosenbauer, paying attention to the smallest detail is critical. We construct each EXT model from our patented body design so every part is given just as much attention as the next. Details that go into our trucks are just as important as the results that come with them.

LIFETIME TRANSFERABLE STRUCTURAL WARRANTY

The EXT body is backed with an industry-leading lifetime transferable structural warranty.

LIFETIME TRANSFERABLE STRUCTURAL WARRANTY

Our body is the strongest in the industry due to a series of patented extrusions that make-up the framework of our structure. This claim is backed by an industry-leading, LIFETIME TRANSFERABLE BODY WARRANTY. Many of the exclusive features we are able to offer such as Safe Steps, recessed door tracks, full-width compartments, concealed door hinges, and hidden roll-up doors, are only available on this body.

HIGH QUALITY WHEEL WELL OPTIONS

Easily replaceable wheel well housings are available in four-way aluminum, painted aluminum, or stainless steel. Polished stainless fenderliners and high-density rubber inner liners are available.

FULLY-PROTECTED WIRING AND LIGHTING

All wiring is enclosed within the body extrusions so that weather, equipment and other gear won’t snag or damage it. Lighting is also recessed for protection. Both lights and wiring are easily accessed via built-in splice panels.

KEEP EQUIPMENT DRY AND PROTECTED

Roll-up doors open full-width and above the compartments, offering increased storage space and service of doors in the closed position. Roll-up doors are isolated in a separate compartment, eliminating moisture inside the storage space.

CONCEALED HINGES DON’T SACRIFICE SPACE

Compartment doors feature stainless steel hinges, which are concealed and protected from the elements, and strike pins that extend out of the door opening. Offset hinges also allow doors to open the full width of the compartment.

STORAGE FROM TOP TO BOTTOM

Recessed roll-up doors offer top-side equipment mounting so that cord reels and other equipment can be attached to the ceiling for added storage.

SAFE STEPS OFFER ACCESS TO EVERY INCH OF THE COMPARTMENT

Lower safe step compartment door panels flip down to provide easy access to upper compartment storage area.

EXT STAINLESS STEEL OPTION BODY

The EXT stainless steel body matches the design of the EXT body. In lieu of extruded aluminum, the EXT body is built with formed 304 stainless steel to the similar dimensions. Multiple compartment widths, heights and depths are available to accommodate the needs of the fire department. The stainless steel body design is backed by a 20-year structural warranty.

CUSTOM TOP MOUNT PUMPER

CUSTOM REAR MOUNT PUMPER

CUSTOM AERIAL

CUSTOM TOP MOUNT PUMPER

Our body is the strongest in the industry due to a series of patented extrusions that make-up the framework of our structure. This claim is backed by an industry-leading, LIFETIME TRANSFERABLE BODY WARRANTY. Many of the exclusive features we are able to offer such as Safe Steps, recessed door tracks, full-width compartments, concealed door hinges, and hidden roll-up doors, are only available on this body.
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